When Climate Change Drove All the Men Away
by Charlie Fidelman
Feb. 24, 2020 – Kilometers short of the Mexico-U.S. border, rough hands yanked Javier Hernandez from the trunk.  They beat him, fractured his skull, then buried him with straws poking from his nostrils for air.
Known as coyotes, Javier’s smugglers threatened to abandon his bloodied body in the desert unless his family paid a hefty ransom.
Javier had been on the road for 3 days.  He’d left his rural farming village in central Oaxaca, one of Mexico’s poorest states, to find work in “El Norte.”  One by one, Javier’s siblings had quit the family’s rain-dependent corn patch, to slip over the border as undocumented immigrants.  His eldest brother had immigrated to California before Javier was born.  The summer Javier turned 19, drought withered the corn on the stalk.  With no employment possibilities, Javier hired a coyote.  He was the 7th Hernandez child to bid his teary-eyed mother goodbye.
He didn’t make it this time.
Before burying him alive, Javier’s kidnappers called the brothers, who dismissed the call as a scam.  The kidnappers held the phone close to Javier: “Soy yo! Soy yo! — It’s me, it’s me,” he cried.
The family paid the $10,000 extortion fee with borrowed funds.  A traumatized Javier was set free.  To spare his mother the sight of his broken face, he stayed in a safe house.  When I saw him at home months later, he complained of memory loss and anxiety.  His sisters said he jumped at small noises and was terrified of leaving his room alone.  Despite his ordeal, he told me he would try to get to the other side — “el otro lado” — again.  “There’s nothing for me here,” he said softly.
100s of 1,000s of young Indigenous campesinos, farmers, like Javier are putting down their tools to seek work abroad, as harvests continue to drop dramatically.  This migration coincides with an increased demand for work in Canada, as foreign workers are recruited from Mexico.
In San Bartolomé Quialana, population 2,500, where the Hernandez family lives, pale stalks of sparse corn sway amid dry blades of grass.  Women in embroidered huipils over ample skirts, their babies wrapped in rebozos on their backs, greet one another on the street in their native Zapotec, the pueblo’s official language.  Instead of tractors rumbling, you hear the grunts of yoked oxen plowing hardened fields, led by men in straw hats, wide trousers and sandals called huaraches.
Nearly 80% of San Bartolomé’s menfolk have gone north.  Dozens of houses are in various stages of construction and neglect.  Some have never been lived in; others are boarded up, their plots abandoned.
Every country, including Mexico, is facing climate change, from weather unpredictability to crop failure.  Campesinos like Javier, who come from largely Indigenous communities and grow corn for their personal consumption, are feeling its worst impact.  Struck by recurring drought and few employment opportunities, many see no way out but to go abroad to feed their families.
In Oaxaca’s colonial capital city, about half an hour from the central valley communities, school-age children beg on the streets, peddling China-made goods to soft-hearted tourists.
Of course, migration is not unique to Mexico.  According to the Geneva-based International Organization for Migration, an estimated 200 million people will be climate migrants in 2050.
However, in rural Oaxaca this trend has created a unique social phenomenon, whereby 60 to 90% of the men have gone north, leaving the women behind.  It’s a rare local family without kin in “el otro lado.”  In some pueblos, it’s mostly women, children, old men and stray dogs on the streets.
Seeds of Migration
Nowhere is migration more evident than in Oaxaca’s central valleys — the birthplace of corn nearly 8,000 years ago.
It would be hard to underestimate the importance of corn to Mexicans, said Toronto researcher Lauren Baker.  Her book, Corn Meets Maize, documents how corn is central to food security, biodiversity and culture.  Called maize in Mexico, corn was once revered as a gift from the gods.  According legends, Popol Vuh had forged mankind from one of its grains.  Another folklore says the feathered serpent Quetzalcoatl gave the Aztec one grain of maize, from which they’ve cultivated ever since.
“We’re children of corn,” Mexicans are fond of saying.
“Corn is a cultural symbol tied to identity,” Baker said.  Beyond a commodity, a staple crop and a core of the economy, “it’s who they are,” she said.  It’s woven into everyday life, culinary traditions, rituals, festivals, and the spiritual system of Mexico.
As the poorest of farmers, campesino corn growers continue to suffer the worst from overlapping crises — political, economic and climactic — that deplete biodiversity and drive migration.
Among the most notable is the free trade agreement (NAFTA) signed in the 1990s.  It led to dumping cheap, hybrid corn (sold below the cost of production) on the Mexican market.  Campesinos can’t get good value for their surplus grain.  And their personal consumption and survival is threatened by water shortages and drought conditions.
Environmental scientists from Princeton University, who crunch census data along with statistics on crop production and climate data, say changes in rainfall, climate risk and rural vulnerability propel Oaxaca’s farmers north in greater numbers.  They warn that these changes will have significant future impacts on human mobility and displacements.
What’s at Risk for Mexico’s People of the Corn?
“All, absolutely all of it, is at risk,” Baker replied.  “From globalization to climate change, from youth not being interested in farming anymore, to the homogenization of agriculture and the pressure to grow only certain varieties.
“But there’s also renewed appreciation for how special corn is in Mexico,” she said, as well as for the role that campesinos play in preserving the culture of maize.
Oaxaca’s massive migration of campesinos worries government agencies,including the non-profit International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center, known by its Spanish acronym, CIMMYT.  As people abandon their farms, the biodiversity of maize suffers, says the organization.  CIMMYT is one of many that’s fighting to save native corn varieties by supporting an ecological approach to sustainable planting.
The planting projects are testimony to the fight for sustenance in a nation bound by the saying “Sin maiz no hay pais” (“Without corn, there is no country”).
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